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Best practices for the students 

 Smart class enabled teaching: 

Smart class is an innovative methodology which aims at transforming the teaching techniques 

from a traditional method to a very interactive, interesting and fun for the students. Every teacher 

recruited is trained to use and deliver through smart teaching methods that empower them to make 

students understand the concept thoroughly. 

 Parent Orientation Program: 

The school communicates information on learning activities undertaken, curriculum 

development, and new initiatives and involves the parents in decision making. This ensures 

parental support in the learning journey of their child. 

 Parent Teacher Interaction: 

It includes not only discussion regarding the academic performance of the child and but his/her 

individual strengths and areas of improvement. This interaction focuses on the overall 

development of the child. 

 Co-curricular Activities:  

Every child is encouraged to explore his or her true potential within a stimulating atmosphere that 

sparks exploration and creativity. Yoga Mediation, Dance and Music are included in the 

curriculum. These activities are equally important like Academics. These activities are held To 

keep our body soul and mind at peace and be healthy 

 Extra-Curricular Activities: 

We have professional coaches for all the activities like Karate, Skating, Gymnastics, Football, 

Skating and Chess. 

 Star Student 

A star student is chosen every fortnight based on his/her behaviour, regularity, punctuality, 

presentation, and other such aspects. The student is awarded a star badge and certificate in the 

special assembly. Appreciation and positive strokes work as a great motivating factor for the 

students. 
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 Remedial Plan 

To reduce the gap between the low achievers and high achievers extra practice classes are 

conducted to help the students with their concepts and make improvement in academics. The plan 

is shared with the parents during PTI and detail discussion for the student’s development is done. 

A fixed schedule for the extra classes is shared. 

 

 Best practices for teachers 

 Professional Development 

To keep updated with the upcoming changes, trends, technology and knowledge is the key for 

any successful profession. The school provides its teachers with numerous workshops and 

seminars to upgrade themselves professionally. The teachers then share their learning with the co 

teachers and work in coordination to enable academic excellence and boost the learning outcome 

among the students in school. 

 Motivational Awards for teacher 

Star teacher of the year: Every year a teacher from each level is selected on the basis of her/his 

performance.  

100% attendance: The teacher who has worked without taking any leave or off throughout the 

academic session is awarded with a certificate.  

 

 


